Rugby adjectives

Below are some sentences, but some vital words have been missed out to give the sentences more detail and to make them more interesting for the reader. You need to add exciting and powerful adjectives to complete the sentences.

1) The ______________, ______________, player strolled on to the pitch ready to start the second half of the match.

2) The ______________ venue of Kingsholm was used for many of the test matches during the early internationals in England.

3) The ______________ fans queued patiently to enter the ______________ stadium to watch the rugby match.

4) The ______________ Gloucester Rugby team paraded around the ______________ ground with the champions’ trophy held high with pride.

5) The ______________ winger ran as fast as he could towards the ______________ opposition’s winger.

6) The ______________ fly half chipped the ______________ ball over the top for his ______________ team mates to run on to and catch.

7) The ______________ Gloucester Rugby shirt was a ______________ red and white colour.

8) The ______________ coach watched his team as they entered the final 5 minutes with only a two point lead.

9) The ______________ referee blew his whistle furiously to stop play. His ______________ boot laces had come undone and he had fallen over.

10) The ______________ Shed raised the volume as ______________ Gloucester edged their way towards the try line again.

11) Make up your own perfect rugby sentences using adjectives to help!